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About This Game
VR Arcade Simulation Game in the school cafeteria, BullyStore !!!
Exciting! fun! We have to make food quickly!!!
Please make the food you want for the bullies.
you must make bullies into model students and send them back!
There is no time!! If you don't make them go back to the class in limited time, you will be fired from school.
Through the ability of teachers and dogs to help us
Change the bully students into the model students
Get as many points as you can !!!
Teachers and puppies will help you out to make bullies into model students and get scores as much as you can!

You can turn on or off the laser that can use the UI by pressing the left controller grip button.
After that, you can press the UI by pulling the Trigger button.
You can interact with objects with trigger buttons.
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Title: Bully Store
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
VERTEX HORIZON
Publisher:
NINE VR
Release Date: 30 May, 2018

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 SP1
Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 / AMD FX™ 8350 equal or better
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 / AMD Radeon R9 290 equal or better
Storage: 541 MB available space
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bully shop starkville ms. bully store in okc. bully play store download. bully breed store. wooly bully store. bully pet store. bully
anniversary edition apk play store. bully on ps4 store uk. bully xbox one store. bully max store locator. bully scholarship edition
app store. download bully apk play store. bully in department store. bully store caballito. bully store. bully store 27th ave. bully
xbox 360 store. bully android play store. bully school store. bully scholarship edition xbox store. bully store fresno ca. bully store
lafayette rd. bully dog store. bully store near me. bully store az. bully store bucaramanga. store bully sticks. bully store okc. the
bully store. wooly bully yarn store. bully supply store. bully play store android. bully iphone shop class. bully store newark nj.
bully comic book store. bully store union city. az bully store ear cropping. american bully store near me. bumper bully in store.
bully bully iphone store. bully ps store. bully max store. bully playstation store uk. bully store in fresno. bully anniversary edition
android play store. bully store ragusa. bully playstation store. bully punk store. bully download play store. bully app store gratis.
bully story roblox. bully app store. bully hip store. bully band store. bully store tulsa ok. bully aquaberry store. bully ring store.
bully ps4 playstation store. bully clothing store. bully ps4 store. bully store sydney. bully ps3 store. bully store indianapolis. bully
store greensboro nc. bully playstation 4 store. bully app store free. bully xbox store
costs 3 bucks takes 3 minutes to complete. I love puzzle adventure games \u00e0 la Myst and from the trailer this game seemed
like the perfect fit for me, but I sadly can't recommend it, for multiple reasons:
- Story:
I didn't find the story particularly interesting, but I guess that's a matter of opinion. What is more problematic is the way it's
written. It doesn't feel like it's been written by a professional writer, which doesn't make us feel engaged in the story and makes
the characters difficult to believe, with sentences like: "Today it was the first clear sky for the first time in several months".
The story is mostly told through letters that seems to have been ripped from people's diaries and, for some reason, scattered
everywhere. A lot of walking simulators do this, but in this case it makes it all feel really fake since you'll often find pages
saying something like "I hope this person doesn't know that I hid this object in that box", and the page is placed on the floor,
right in front of said box. It feels like the people living in this world are really bad at hiding secrets, but mostly it feels like the
people who made the game didn't know how to guide the player around their world in a more subtle way.
Another problem is that the game is filled with paper everywhere: on the floors, on desks, in drawers. The letters that you can
read are a little different from decorative letters, but not a whole lot, so the game quickly becomes a pixel hunting game in 3d,
where you need to look in every drawer (and there are a lot of drawers!) and move your mouse over every piece of paper in case
one of them is important. It's even more problematic since some objects are buggy. For example, if you open the top drawer of
a cabinet, as you mouse over the content of the drawer your cursor will change, telling you that there is something to click.
You'll think it's a letter, only to find that it's actually the hitbox to open the drawer under it...
For the dialogues, there is a voice actress, but the problem is that the same person does all the voices. It can sometimes be
confusing to know who is talking. To help with that they added subtitles that change color depending on who is talking, which is
good, except for the parts where they mix up the colors, although I've only noticed this once. It's also sometimes not clear if the
main character is talking to you or if it\u2019s a non-character narrator.
Last thing with the story is that it's really bad at making you feel engaged. You start the game looking for your sister, you see her
at the other side of a broken bridge, you find a way to get there and she's gone. The rest of the game you are progressing through
the world to find her. The problem is that, to try to find your sister, you solve a bunch of puzzles to open doors that you know
your sister can't have gone through, since the puzzles weren't solved when you got there. So for the first 5 minutes you feel like
you're looking for your sister, but for the rest of the game you feel like you're wasting valuable time on side quests, helping
other characters and searching rooms full of drawers to open.
- Puzzles:
The puzzles are the second most important part of this game, but they're just as bad as the story.
The game contains a lot of the puzzles we normally find in students' projets, like the puzzles where a machine plays a pattern
and you need to repeat it, or puzzles where you press a button that switches the lights on the buttons around it and you need to
find out how to light the whole board. There is even a gear puzzle and a pipe puzzle.
Some of those basic puzzles are even there multiple times, like the lightswitch puzzle that is there 9 times, and the repeating
pattern puzzle that is there more than 3 times.
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The other puzzles are a little better, but a big problem with them is that, just like the letters about hidden secrets that are placed
right next to the hidden secret, puzzles often have their solution written right next to them. There is no need to search for clues
or anything, it's all right there. For example, you have an inventory system, but the game could probably do without it since most
of the time you'll add items to your inventory, only to place it straight away on a machine that's right next to where the items
were.
Speaking of items, there is a lot of trash in this world that you can interact with, and I mean literal trash, like empty cans that
you can pick up and examine for some reason. Because of that, it's often difficult to know when there are important items to
find between all the trash.
Some of the puzzles and charades can also sometimes be interpreted in multiple ways, which is annoying, and some of the
solutions don't make much sense. Puzzle games are my favorite type of games and I've played a ton of them, but the puzzles in
this one just weren't interesting to me.
- Saving system:
The game has an autosave feature and no manual save. Normally that's not a problem because most puzzle adventure games save
as soon as you change something on a puzzle, or at least as soon as you solve a puzzle or an important part of a puzzle. Lake
Ridden saves... when it wants to.
Sometimes it doesn't even autosave after solving a big puzzle, like one of the big puzzles that unlock a new section. You'll solve
the puzzle, but before it saves you'll need to walk 20 meters towards the next section to reach a point that triggers a save.
Another problem is that the loading icon (when it loads a new section) is placed in the same corner as the saving icon. If you
look at it directly, you can tell the difference between the two, but if you're looking at the center of the screen and just see
something in the corner of the screen you'll have no idea if the game was saved, or if the game is just loading the next room.
It becomes a big problem when, after solving a big puzzle, the trigger to load the next section comes before the one to save. One
time I spent 15 minutes on a puzzle, started walking towards the next section, saw an icon in the corner, thought the game was
saved and closed it. When I loaded back the game I saw that it hadn't saved my progress and that I needed to waste another 15
minutes to solve the puzzle once more, because the icon I saw was actually the loading icon. The trigger to save was another 10
meters after the trigger to load the next section. This is very annoying. I can't count how many times I wanted to exit the game
but kept on playing simply because I wasn't sure how far back the game had last autosaved.
- Level design:
In multiple sections, especially in the first sections of the game, the level design feels like you're walking through a maze. They
added a bunch of lights that you can light along your way to help you remember the places you've already visited, which helps,
but a game shouldn't require you to light up hundreds of lights just so you can understand where you are going.
There are also funny directions given to you by characters, like one time when I'm coming out of a house, in the middle of a
forest. It's raining and there is a lot of fog, making it hard to see, and a character tells me "the path is over there, next to the
trees". I'm in a forest, of course it's next to the trees! But what trees? From the missions list, it said that I had to get to the lake,
so I took the path I knew was going to the lake, but no, that wasn't the right part of the lake. It turns out there was another more
hidden path leading to another side of the lake...
- Graphics:
The game doesn't look like the images on the store page. I\u2019m not sure if they changed something to the style after the
game came out or if those images are art renderings of the game, but the real game is very different. The graphics in the game
are a lot less contrasted and saturated and there is more fog. It makes it look a little more realistic than in those high contrast
images, but it also makes it a lot harder to see what's around you, making it even more difficult to navigate the levels.. Pros: Has
Potential.
Cons: Not functional enough to enjoy.
Someday given enough time and polish, this could beat out the spore creature creator and provide some real entertainment.
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There are buttons that dont work in the genetic editor (torso and face) that when pressed dont open their respective menu. Not a
very easy ui to follow. When reviving some species they instadie. Many more small things that dont make sense and it sort of
kills the enjoyment.
Bottom line, this game is going on the back burner for some rainy day far in the future.. Some sick♥♥♥♥♥♥
Love daughters, though.
Especially, when they call me Daddy.. This is a fun game. I like it more on PC rather than my iPad.
It feels inspired by games like Bastion (map design & the way it draws on the screen), Fate by Wildtangent (the atmosphere &
loot), with a very fast & simple turn based combat.
Plays very well with Mouse & Keyboard such as Fate, or if you're not familiar with that, think of Torchlight--point, click,
pickup loot & go.
I really like this game, and will play it more often than others that cost way more than this title.
I rate it 10\/10: Highly Recommended!
. Wonderful! I felt extremely immersed in the gameplay. I enjoy it so far and will continue to enjoy it. Recommend! 8\/10. So
I've never really written reviews on games before, mostly becasue i'm too busy playing them. But I would like to give my
thoughts on this game. For starters, it is fair to say that this game was a bit too short for my liking. I would like to see more
content from a game like this, because it's one of those where you enjoy the story so much you hate that it ends so quickly.
Perhaps there is possibilty for future DLC for this game, like maybe a route for Nerith were you go through the door with her
and are in the game as well. I would pay for DLC that juicy. Honestly whatever it could potentially be if it ever happens, I just
want a Nerith route. Other than that, this game was very enjoyable. I always enjoy a slew of choices, because it makes me feel
more engaged in what is essentially a story. Often times I find myslef reading great stories with great characters, but the few
choices I come across disappoint me. The voice acting was great, I thought it really brought even more life into the characters.
Overall, I believe Celestial Crossing is a must play, and while the DLC that I and others hope may come most likely won't, I
look forward to your future games, and I can guarantee you I will buy all of them.
This has been a Cool_Flying review for a fly and cool game.. Kiriko x Aru best ship
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The game is Broken and well not start and no one bothered making it work with newer systems or OS before selling it on Steam.
in the old Days win Steam First Started they Would not Even Sell Crap like this.. A complete farcry from the 1st game. Better
graphics, better voice acting, better gameplay and the use of music from actual classical composers. You get quizzes at the end,
it may annoy most but it's a murder mystery, it makes you pay attention to the details and use your brain.. Clearly the developers
have never ever been on this train in their lifes, since it sounds nothing like the real thing and has physics more like a desiro,
than a 442!! Advise you wait for a sale if you really want this. Positives are, at least it looks nice, if nothing else. 4\/10. Great
game, however i cannot give this a positive review due to the fact that the developers more or less abandoned it, leaving a large
chunk of the levels completely unfinished. This reeks of a development riddled with feature creep, and seemingly all actual
content was put on hold to add things like multiplayer and a level editor, which shouldn't mean you
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing abandon your own set of levels.
It's a shame because what is there is very interesting and fun to mess around with. mods are very interesting, and mad props the
people who make them, however most of the custom craft and vehicles only function by completely breaking the games rules
and physics to the point were they might as well have made a 3d model in blender for all it accounts for.
not a bad game at all, but there's only so much early access development hell I can tolerate.. The intend is good but the awful
controls and IA ruined the game.
E.g. Basicaly you need to guide the caracther during the game, but because the IA is so bad, it gets stuck or died everywhere.
The puzzles are insignificants, without any difficult. The really difficult is get enough skill and stop died because the IA of the
caracther doesn't follow you. So you need to have too much patience to play this.
Other thing is when the press "esc" to acess the menu, naturally we press "esc" to resume the game, but no. It just close the
game.
The maps are just a repetition, basicaly you have to the same thing in almost all maps.
So I don't recomend this game.. It's boring if you play it alone. The lagg is horrible, but it does add it self to my list of uninstall
simulators. This one did pretty good.. Riding and flying through bizarre, beautiful landscapes while gorgeous music plays.
Trippy and magical. Went back through it three more times, and can't wait to dive in again! Been searching for a VR experience
like this. Really hope there is more to come.. If you aren't 100% certain you want this game, do not buy it. If your goal is to
create roller coasters and the park aspect is secondary, go NoLimits. Despite the name, Planet Coaster is NOT about roller
coasters. Sure, they are there, but they take a backseat to the creation and management of a park. If you aren't willing to spend
hours upon hours working on scenery and building, you will not do well in the game. If that's your type of thing, great. Get this
game. If you aren't willing to do this, expect the challenge mode (where you have limited money and have to start from the
ground up) to be mercilessly difficult, even in the easy mode. The career modes will give you something to do but those can
become boring over time. The sandbox will let you create whatever you want but you'll soon find that the roller coasters are the
opposite of smooth thanks to some of the least caring developers I've seen. The controls are a disaster and will take you a while
to learn. Working inside of terrain might just be the most painful experience I've ever had the displeasure of doing. You might
see the workshop and see that as a benefit to the game. In reality, it just ends up being disappointing when you realize nearly
everything requires DLC, which if you want everything will set you back an extra $86 (adding up to $131 dollars total, a number
that will rise with future DLC).
If you are debating between this and NoLimits, please get NoLimits.. if i was high this would be even better
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